Title: Designing a leaflet- How to take care of chickens
Subject Area: English
Key Stage 2
NC link: En1

Learning Objective:
• Put forward information in a clear and attractive format.
• Use creative skills to produce leaflet.
• Summary skills

Resources:
• A selection of various information leaflets to show the children.
• A copy of the Omlet Guide to keeping chickens (A4 16 pages)
• A4 paper, folded into thirds.
• Coloured pencils and pens.
• Access to computers if appropriate.

Starter

Look through the various leaflets as a group discussing formatting and vocabulary. Look at the Omlet Guide and discuss/ write up key chicken keeping points.
Main Teaching Activity:
Children individually create leaflets and decorate. Encourage careful planning of where to insert particular points to make it most effective.

Plenary
- Ask volunteers to present their leaflets. Discuss use of appropriate vocabulary.

Differentiation